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PACS.47.55.Kf Multiphase and particle-laden flows

PACS 47.55.Dz Drops and bubbles

PACS.47.80.+v Instrumentation for fluid dynamics

Abstract. A simple physical model
is developed to simulate the annular dispersed mul-

tiphase flow observed at the intake of spark ignition port-injected engines. The model is a

separate phase 2D model taking into account gas, droplets and liquid film phases. It is validated

by the results of different measurements made on engine. Temperature, pressure and velocity

measurements are made in the intake manifold of a production engine in order to characterize

the flows of gaseous phases. Velocity measurements are also made for injected fuel droplets.
Global equivalence ratio measurements are made to validate modeling of deposited fuel film on

manifold walls.

Symbols

Cp specific heat m : mass

d diameter P pressure

E deposited mass flow rate 6 wetted surface angle

e thickness q mass flow rate

4l convection heat flux R :
ideal gas constant

#
:

convection heat flux density p :
density

f friction coefficient
r

radial coordinate

F drag force s section area

g gravity T
: temperature

r evaporated mass flow rate t time

+f ratio of specific heats V volume

h Thermal exchange coefficient v, u speed

~
:

Thermal Conductivity
z :

axial coordinate

L
:

Latent vaporization heat
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Fig. I. Engine arrangement

Subscripts

b burned gases m :
air-fuel mixture

c cylinder p manifold walls

efl effective s Valve

f
:

film t Manifold

g droplet

1. Introduction

A very accurate control of air-fuel ratio is required in internal combustion port-injected spark
ignition engines in order to comply with pollutant emission standards. Indeed, three-way
catalytic converters installed on unleaded fuel engines, function within a very thin margin of

pollutants concentration corresponding to stoichiometry conditions. During transients, par-

ticularly for cold-engine conditions, the deposited fuel film on manifold and valves induces a

delayed response of equivalence ratio (fuellair mass ratio) between the desired mixture ratio

and the real ratio in the cylinder. It results on an important increase of emitted pollutants
The fuel mass inducted in the cylinder must therefore be precisely controlled, and difficulties

arise due to the complexity of phenomena taking place in the inlet port during transient

operation (acceleration, deceleration) and because response times for each mixture phase are

different. These phases are fuel droplets emitted by the injector, air admitted in the intake

manifold, hot burned gases flowing back into the manifold from the cylinder, fuel vapor and

liquid fuel film deposited on walls. They have been put into evide~ice by several authors such

as Aquino ill but no physical description that can be successfully applied to engine control has

yet been done.

Figure I shows the general arrangement of a port-injected engine. The exhaust pipe is

represented on the left, fitted with an universal oxygen sensor allowing to measure mixture's

equivalence ratio. This type of sensor has been described by Sasayama [2]. The intake manifold

where mixture takes place is represented on the right, with the fuel injector targeted on the

intake valves.
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We have developed a physical model taking into account the evolution of each phase and their

exchanges. The aim of such a model is to perform a physical description of mixture formation,
simple enough to be applied to testing and developing control strategies on real engines. We

describe here this model applied to the real geometry of a port-injected production engine. We

present then the main characteristics of the modeled flows and the results of measurements

made on real engine. Finally we discuss the results obtained, the validity of modeling, and

future work.

2. Model

The flow at the intake is annular multiphase with a dispersed phase (fuel droplets). The model

we have developed considers separated phases and is based on the balance equations relative

to mass, momentum and energy. The equations are considered on a symmetry plan containing
the centers of the injector and the valve.

First, the gas flow is modeled monodimensionaly. At the intake valve opening the manifold

pressure is lower than that in the cylinder. It results on a back flow of burned gases from the

cylinder to the intake pipe.
Assuming this flow is isentropic, the mass flow rate can be written as:

p ~
7/(7-1)

11
? <

(~)
PC lf+1

p~ p~ 1/~ ~~ lp~ (~-i)/~

~~ ~~~ fi PC ~ l PC

p~ 2
7/(7-ij

11 >

(~)
PC ~f + i

p~ ~ (7+1) /2(~-i)

~~ ~~~ @f~ ~f
+ i

sej is the effective area at the valve (see Ref. [3]).
Mass variation in the cylinder equals the back flow rate -qs (exhaust valves are

closed). The

back flow of hot burned gases pushes (without mixing) the fresh air-fuel mixture towards the

intake. Burned gases cool down as they flow into the manifold. Their flow is described by
balance equations:

~~~ ~PbUb
$ ~

~~ "
0

~~j~~ ~ lLb~))~ =

.PbfpblL~

~~~ ~ ~~~~i
~

/iTb Tm).

Boundary conditions at the valve are deduced from the mass flow rate qs for velocity, and

cylinder conditions for temperature and pressure. On the other side, at injector position,
boundary conditions are fresh mixture properties. Cylinder and fresh air conditions (temper-
ature and pressure) are obtained from measurements on real engine (typical values are: for

cylinder l150 mbar, 750 K; for fresh air 600 mbar, 310 K).
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When cylinder pressure equals the manifold pressure, mass flow rate qs equals zero. The

intake flow rate of fresh gases is then set and flow is inverted. Writing the conservation of mass

leads to
dl~

~~~~~~ ~~~~
dt

We consider here that a homogeneous turbulent flow is quickly set (Reynolds number reaches

8000 for
a

velocity of only 5 ms~~), therefore the velocity distribution over a cross section of

the manifold st is uniform and equal to vm.

Flow rate coefficient at the valve c~ is set to 0.7 (see Heywood [3]). We consider air-fuel

mixture temperature is not affected by other phases (droplets, film and burned gases) and

equal to the mean temperature during engine cycle.
Having speed and temperature for gaseous phases at each section of the manifold and time

during the engine cycle, we model the injected droplets in a bidimensional statistical lagrangian

way. Governing balance equations for single droplets are:

~~g
~

_r
dt ~~

~~°~~~
=

-Fg + mgg
dt

~~~l~ /~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~'

So, for each considered droplet we calculate its trajectory until it reaches the manifold walls

or the valve, enters into the cylinder, or vaporizes completely. Secondary atomization and

coalescence
are neglected and deposited droplets are supposed to form a liquid film

To represent all the atomized fuel, we consider different classes ofdroplets. These droplets are

supposed to be created by a stochastic phenomena, pulverization, whose statistical distributions

are given by experiments (see [4] and [5]). To calculate the final balance we associate to each

class of droplets a weight in the given distribution. So, several instant emissions are taken into

account to represent the injection period and several initial directions and diameters are taken

into account to represent the injection spray.
Having the position and the impact time of droplets, we calculate the flow of the created

fuel film. The film model is bidimensional, balance equations can be written as:

~
+ ~))~

~
l~~'~ ~'ml

au, a2u,
w ~ ~'w + 9 ~°~l~

fiT, & fi2T,
$

p<Cp~ fiT~

Mass balance results here on the film thickness governing equation. Wetted surface angle 6 is

a given parameter.
Boundary conditions are:

~~ ~~~ ~~~~'
IT,

=
Tp

on surface:

~'( ~~~i'~~
~'~

" ~m< r<mL<.
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For the numerical solution of film equations, a spectral method is applied to momentum equa-

tion and a Cranck-Nicholson scheme is applied to thickness and temperature equations.

Film shape in steady state is obtained after several engine cycles. To obtain it, the above

equations must be solved every degree crank angle (720 per cycle) for each cycle until stability
is reached. In the same way, in order to simulate engine transients, several hundred cycles must

be calculated. This shows the advantage of a model that can be solved quickly when dealing
with engine simulation la real transient can be simulated in less than three hours on a

PC).

3. Results

Model gives the values of mass, velocity and temperature for each phase. In this section we

show some of this results, model being applied to a production engine geometry in the following
conditions:

Manifold Pressure: 300 mbar

Engine speed: 1400 rpm

Coolant Temperature (wall temperature) 40 °C

Valve surface temperature. 300 °C

Figure 2 shows at the position corresponding to the measuring access described later (see
next section), the velocity of gas predicted by the model. It can be seen that velocity is zero

while intake valve is closed. At its opening (250 CA), the burned gases flow into the intake

with negative velocities, then, velocities are inverted and the fresh mixture is admitted until

the closure of intake valve (510 CA ).

Figure 3 shows the position of modeled droplets in the same conditions. The axis range has

been kept to represent a full engine cycle (720 CA). Fuel injection starts 80 CA before intake

valve opening and ends 25 CA before valve opening. It can be seen that maximal droplet

velocity is 20 m
s-~ and droplets are slowed down by drag force.

At the valve opening, droplets are rejected backwards by back flow (negative velocities) and

then, dragged into the cylinder when flow inverts. When gas velocity is maximal, there are no

more fuel droplets passing through the observed section. Fuel droplets are present during a

short period of time during engine cycle.

Figure 4 shows the film thickness on the walls as predicted by the model. It can be seen that

deposited fuel is concentrated close to the valve, but there is deposited fuel close to the injector,
quite distant from valve. For the considered temperature, film does not vaporize completely.
Figure 5 shows mean velocity of fuel filrn on the walls. The velocity of farthest and thinnest

parts of film is quite low, which will result
on a slow response of the film.

Concerning temperature, the model assumes hot and fresh gases do not mix. This results on

a very simple evolution of temperature, increasing when hot gases are present and decreasing
when fresh gases come back. Maximum gas temperature in the intake can reach 400 K for the

above conditions and is certainly over-estimated. Droplet's temperature decreases quite fast

until it reaches the temperature of surrounding gases. The back flow of hot gases does not last

very long, so it has little influence on the thermal behavior of droplets. Film is generally very
thin and so, its temperature is generally almost equal to wall temperature.
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Fig. 2. Predicted gas velocity versus time during the cycle in the measurement section.
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Fig. 3. Predicted droplets velocity versus time during the cycle in the measurement section

4. Experiments

In order to validate the model results for different flows at the intake of the engine, we have

done several local measurements on real engine concerning gaseous phase and droplets. Mea-

surements were not made on deposited fuel film because there is presently no way to measure

its thickness or velocity in a real engine without considerably changing its characteristics.

We have drilled an orifice in the manifold walls, 5 cm away from the valve, midway between

injector and valve, in order to install different sensors. Figure 6 shows this access position.
The first measurements we present concern the gaseous phase temperature and pressure. We

have installed in the measurement access linear thermocouples of diameters 100 pm, 50 pm
and 25 pm. We obtained a stabilization of thermocouples response for diameters 50 pm and

25 pm. We also installed a strain gauge pressure transducer. Figure 7 shows the temperature
measured by the 25 pm thermocouples without compensation of gas velocity, during an engine

cycle for three different loads and constant engine speed (1400 rpm). We have produced also

the corresponding pressure signals and valve lift. It can be seen that temperature rises most

at low load when pressure difference (and back flow) between cylinder and intake manifold

are important. The increase of temperature occurs just after the intake valve opening. It

is followed by a temperature decrease corresponding to the fresh gases induction. Finally,
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Fig. 4 Predicted film profile, thickness versus distance from injector (valve is at 0.ll m).
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Fig. 5. Predicted film velocity versw distance from injector (valve is at o-II m)

temperature stabilizes when valve closes. These results show that in the observed section,

temperature changes result from the flow of hot burned gases in the intake. It shows also that

mean temperature during engine cycle decreases with load because the injected and deposited
fuel mass and air density increase.

The second measurement series consisted on measuring particle velocities in flow. In the

measurement access we installed a quartz porthole allowing to use a
LDA probe.

First, we have eliminated fuel injection on the intake while maintaining the engine speed.
We fed the intake air with fine particles of oil

(m~
5 pm diameter). This particles follow quite

well the gas flow, leading to the gas velocity in the observed section. Figure 8 shows the

particles velocity as a function of time (crank angle degrees). A gray level is associated to the

logarithm of the number of validated particles, which allows to see when, during the engine
cycle, most of the particles could be observed. Velocity range was limited to -40 to 100 m

s~~

in order to obtain good sensitivity. It can be seen that there is a period at the intake valve

opening, when particles have negative velocities, corresponding to back flow. It is followed by
the period of intake flow when velocities are positive. Otherwise, when intake valve is closed

particle velocities are almost zero. It can be seen that acoustical phenomena create important
oscillations of speed. This phenomena can not be taken into account by the model. Figure 9
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Fig. 7 Temperature, pressure and valve lift for three loads at constait engine speed (1400 rpm).

and Figure 10 show the same measurements for increasing manifold pressures (engine speed is

kept constant). It shows that there are no validated particles outside the inverting velocities

period. This is due to optical access fouling before the amount of validated particles in that

period is significant. On Figure II, the contours of above graphs show that the negative velocity
period gets shorter as engine load increases.

Next,
we

have reestablished fuel injection and eliminated particle feeding. The majority of

observed particles are then injected fuel droplets, whose diameters vary between 5 pm and

300 pm for this kind of injector. Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14 show the results of the

measurements for three different loads and constant engine speed. Injection takes place so

that it ends 60 degrees crank angle before intake valve opening. The first particles appear

at the injection, when valve is closed. Maximal speed of this particles is about 20 ms~~ and

corresponds to the initial velocity of injected droplets. Some particles are
slowed down. Then,

at the intake valve opening the back flow pushes them backwards (negative speed). Finally,

the flow change pushes the remaining particles towards the cylinder It can be seen that there
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Fig. 8. Velocity of gas flow (Log of the number of validated particles without injection, 300 mbar,
25% load, 1400 rpm).
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Fig. 9. Velocity of gas flow (Log of the number of vahdatgd particles without injection, 600 mbar,
50% load, 1400 rpm).

are almost no particles validated after the intake flow. The importance of back flow is reduced

with load. The amount of fuel (fixed by the injection time) increases with load.

Figure IS and Figure 16 show the comparison of measurements contours and model results

concerning velocities of gases and droplets. It can be seen that model reproduces the mean

evolution of velocities, but should be completed in order to reproduce reality with more details.

5. Global Measurement

In order to put into evidence the deposited film and characterize its flow, we have measured

the equivalence ratio in the exhaust of the engine with an oxygen sensor. As shown previously,
the quick-response phases, gases and droplets, enter the cylinder during the engine cycle. This
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Fig. II. Contours of gaseous velocity for three loads (300, 600, and 900 mbar, 1400 rpm).

means that for constant amounts of air and fuel, the evolution of air-fuel mixture concentrations

during periods lasting several engine cycles, will depend on liquid film behavior

The fuel mass is fixed by the engine controller in order to mix stoichiometric quantities of

air and fuel. If so, equivalence ratio equals one. During transients, the delayed response of

liquid film will result on a temporary gap between fuel and air concentrations. When the air

mass increases (acceleration) the equivalence ratio will be less than one because fuel will lack

while film fills. On the contrary, when air mass decreases (deceleration) the equivalence ratio

will be superior to unity because too much fuel will be present until film empties.

Figure 17 shows the evolution of manifold pressure and equivalence ratio on engine during
transient operation (two acceleration-deceleration). We have produced also the equivalence
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Fig 12. Velocity of fuel droplets (Log of the number of validated particles with injection, 300 mbar,
25% load, 1400 rpm).
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Fig 13. Velocity of fuel droplets (Log of the number of validated particles with injection, 600 mbar,
50% load, 1400 rpm).

ratio preview of the model, which is obtained by calculating the balance of different masses of

each phase entering the cylinder during several engine cycles.

The good prediction by the model of local measurements depends only on the pertinence of

the model equations and correlations given by literature. Whereas the modeled film depends

on the atomization statistical distributions and the shape of the wetted area. Different authors

that have worked on the subject as
Senda [4] and Greiner [5], achieved measurements related

to the atomization distributions
we have adopted. The wetted area shape in model is deduced

from the observation of the real shape of the deposit when engine is stopped.
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Fig 14. Velocity offuel droplets (Log ofthe number of validated particles with injection, 900 mbar,
85% load, 1400 rpm)
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Fig. IS. Gas velocity Comparison of measurement contour and model result (0.3 bar, 1400 rpm).

6. Conclusion

We have shown that a simple physical model can describe effectively the global behavior of

several phases flowing at the intake ofport-injected spark ignition engines, for control purposes.
During the engine cycle, it is then possible to predict the values of physical characteristics of

each phase at the intake as a function of time and space. Also, the air-fuel mass balance can be

predicted for several consecutive engine cycles during transients. More complex models have

been presented before by other authors which give better descriptions of flows by taking into

account full 3D geometry and complex phenomena like secondary atomization of droplets on

film. These models can precisely describe local behavior of every phase of mixture but have

almost no way to be validated by measurements on real engine. Also, they can not be applied
often to industrial purposes because they need very important computer power and time.
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Fig, 16. Droplets velocity Comparison of measurement contour and model result (0.3 bar,
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Fig 17. Manifold pressure and equivalence ratio at the exhaust (coolant temperature: 40 °C,

engine speed 2000 rpm).

The results of the model presented here have been compared to measurements in the intake

port of engine. They correctly predicted velocities of gas and droplets and global equiva-
lence ratio for certain conditions. But no specific measurement could be made on liquid film.

Moreover, results do not apply to the mixture in the cylinder, where combustion takes place.
The validity domain of model must still be explored. For instance, the simplifying hypothesis

made for this study will not hold for abnormal functioning conditions such as the very beginning
of start up when fuel film is not yet established. Also, when vaporization affects the air

characteristics, droplets behavior will be modified. A more complex model taking into account

diffusion of hot gases during back flow should also be done. But for the engine conditions

where mixture control is most needed (cold engine), the model seems to correctly predict the
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behavior of the different phases. It has been used successfully to obtain control strategies that

keep constant equivalence ratio during transients (see [6]).
Nevertheless, modeling depends on several given parameters. Particularly, atomizing char-

acteristics can only be obtained experimentally and model results are very sensitive to them.

Their values have been studied by several authors but there is a lack of theoretical knowledge.
Another important parameter for model is the wetted area shape, which is given by empirical

observation of real wetting. So, it seems relevant to achieve a physical modeling of atomiza-

tion and get the complete shape of the deposited film by
a

tridimensional model. Also, precise

measurements of the film must be carried on experimental rigs where instruments can be easily
installed. The relative importance of other phenomena that were neglected such as secondary
atomization, momentum transfer from droplets to film, boiling and surface effects should be

quantified.
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